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ABSTRACT

The surveillance tests for light-water cooled nuclear power reactor vessels were

established to monitor the radiation-induced changes in the mechanical properties of ferritic

materials in the beltline according to US NRC 10 CFR 50 App. G, US NRC RG1.99-rev.2,

ASTM E185-82 and E185-94 in Irradiated Materials Examination Facility(IMEF). The

surveillance capsule was transported from NPPs pool sites to KAERI IMEF by using a

shipping cask. The capsule was cut and dismantled by capsule cutting machine and milling

machine in M2 hot cell. Charpy tests and tension tests were performed in M5a and M5b hot

cells respectively. Especially the EPMA located at hot lab was used to analyze the Ni and Cu

wt% composition of base metal and weld for predicting the adjusted reference

temperature(ART). The established process and test results were summarized in this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

The mechanical properties of ferritic materials in the beltline of light-water cooled nuclear

power reactor vessels should be periodically tested and monitored, so called surveillance tests,

to investigate the radiation-induced changes according to US NRC 10 CFR 50 App. G, US

NRC RG1.99-rev.2, ASTM E185-82 and E185-94[l,2,3].

The surveillance tests in IMEF were established at the end of 1994 and have been

continuously performing since the middle of 1995. The surveillance test processes, such as

transportation of irradiated capsule from NPPs pool sites to KAERI IMEF, cut and

dismantling of the capsule, Charpy tests, tension tests, and analysis of chemical composition

for base metal and weld metal, were successfully accomplished . The flow diagram of
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surveillance tests is described in Fig. 1.

In this paper the established process and the typical test results were summarized.

II. EXPERIMENT

1. Transportation

The surveillance capsule was transported from NPPs pool sites to KAERIIMEF by using

a 2.5 ton shipping cask and a 5ton truck. At cask receiving area of IMEF the shipping cask

was unloaded by the 30ton fixed hoist and loaded to the 30ton transfer cart to move to

intervention area. After unbolting the bolts of outer shipping cask, the inner shipping cask was

lifted out horizontally and set upright to move into the pool by 30/5ton overhead crane. As the

shipping cask was carefully put on the bottom of pool, the shipping cask cover was opened by

special tool and the irradiated capsule was taken out of the cask. The capsule was moved to

the basket of the bucket elevator, installed in the pool, and elevated into Ml hot cell. In Ml

hot cell the capsule was lifted by the l.Oton in-cell crane and Model E-HDE master-slave

manipulators shown in Fig. 2 and transferred to M2 hot cell to cut and dismantle.

2. Cut and dismantling^]

The dimension of capsule is 1.182"xl.0"x56" and the shape is shown in Fig. 3. The

material of capsule is stainless steel and the top circular bar and the bottom square bar of

capsule were welded to the front and back plates of capsule each other. The top and the

bottom parts of capsule were cut thoroughly by capsule cutting machine, as shown in Fig. 4,

specially designed for cut the HANARO fuel assembly and capsule irradiated in HANARO.

The revolution of wheel and the feeding speed was 300rpm and l.Omm/min. respectively. It

took 27 and 28minutes to cut completely top and bottom parts of capsule. After cut them, the

burr was not found at the cut surface at all. The milling machine was used to cut the front and

the back sealed welding lines as shown in Fig. 5. It has a little difficult to cut the welding

seam line at once without resetting the capsule on the bed of milling machine because the

capsule length is longer than the bed. It took 4hours to only cut the front and the back welding

seam lines on cutting condition that x-motion's speed is about 6mm/min. and the revolution

of bite is 300rpm.

After finishing cut of the front and the back plates of capsule, the capsule was dismantled

to pull the front plate toward upward using master-slave manipulators. The location of

specimens, thermal monitors, and dosimeters was exactly accorded with capsule diagram and
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fabrication drawing. The number of Cv specimens, tension specimens, CT specimens, bend

specimen, dosimeter block, and shim blocks which contain dosimeters and thermal monitor is

60, 9, 12, 1, 1, and 3, respectively. To take out the steel wire of dosimeter and thermal

monitor from shim block, the bottom and the top of that were cut by micro cutting machine

installed in M3 hot cell. Each shim block has five(5) dosimeters and one(l) thermal monitor.

After cutting and dismantling the shim block, the small and transparent plastic bottles were

used to store and to keep information of location for dosimeters. The plastic bottles contained

dosimeters were transferred to glove box installed in the intervention area. All dosimeters

were took out out of the plastic bottle in the bath on the table and classified. Especially one of

them, which is used for measuring the fast neutron, was disassembled by cut the Cd cover.

The dosimeter block, contained U238 and Np capsules, was also processed by milling machine

to cut about 8mm from welded top face of dosimeter block and took out two capsules from

holes and also get those into two plastic bottles.

3. Storage and distribution

All dismantled and classified specimens including dosimeters and thermal monitors were

moved to M4 hot cell. Sixty(60) Charpy impact specimens were distributed to M5a and

nine(9) tension specimens were distributed to M5b hot cell. The dismantled steel wires are

moved to chemical analysis department to analyze the neutron fluence. The others are stored

in M4 hot cell.

4. Charpy tests[5,6,l]

The model of impact tester is Tinius-Olsen model 84 equipped the instrumented tup and

the capacity is 41.5kg-m(= 406J). The test temperature of specimen can be controlled by

heating and cooling furnace from -150 to +300°C. The temperature of specimen is

measured by thermocouple with accuracy ±1°C. Before breaking the specimen at the anvil

by hammer the specimen heat or cool 30minutes and hold 30minutes to maintain temperature

equilibrium. To measure the lateral expansion, the dial gage was used. All of apparatus

concerned with surveillance were certified by National Standards Research Laboratory.

The irradiation exposure set per capsule consists of base, reference, weld and weld heat

affected zone(HAZ) and each material has 15 specimens respectively. According to ASTM

El85-94 at least twelve(12) specimens are conducted to establish a full ductile-brittle

transition temperature(DBTT) curve of material. All tested specimens were stricken within 5

seconds successfully.

For each test specimen, absorbed energy, lateral expansion, and percent shear fracture
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appearance were measured with using the digital display, dial gage, and CCTV, respectively.

The DBTT curves for each material were described by using the regression method. The

typical test results and fracture surfaces of specimens are shown in figure 6 and 7,

respectively.

5. Tension tests[S,9,\0]

The model of tension tester is Instron model 8502 and the capacity is lOton. The test

temperature of specimen can be controlled by heating and cooling furnace from -150 to

+300°C and the temperature of specimen is measured by thermocouple with accuracy ±1°C.

The specimens were tested after heating and/or cooling the specimen 30 minutes and holding

30 minutes to maintain temperature equilibrium.

The irradiation exposure set per capsule consists of six (6) base and three (3) weld metal.

The test temperature of base, reference and weld was 68°F, 547°F, respectively. For each test

specimen, the yield strength, tensile strength, fracture load, fracture strength, fracture stress,

total and uniform elongation and reduction of area were measured and determined by using

the CCTV and sealer. The typical test results are shown in figure 8.

6. Chemical composition analysis

The Ni and Cu components should be analyzed, according to U.S NRC RG1.99-rev.2, to

consider the chemistry factor comparing the analyzed data between before irradiation and

after irradiation of base and weld metal. To analyze the change of Ni and Cu wt%, the sample

preparation of cutting, mounting, grinding and polishing was done in M3 hot cell. The EPMA,

which is manufactured by CAMECA in France, was used for analysis of C, Mn, Mo, Cr, Al,

Co, etc.. The standard specimens were applied before scanning the specimen surface to

minimize the error and to ensure the result with accelerating voltage and current intensity

15.0kV, 30nA, respectively. About 30 points were scanned by beam size lĵ n along the 200#m

distance. The typical analyzed data are plotted as shown in Fig. 9.

7. Evaluation of radiation induced changes

The adjusted reference temperature(ART) of base and weld metal was evaluated to

combine the initial nil-ductility reference temperature(RTNDT), the transition temperature

shift( ARTNDT), and margin.
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III. CONCLUSIONS

The surveillance test processes, including the evaluation of radiation induced changes,

such as transportation of irradiated capsule from NPPs pool sites to KAERI IMEF, cut and

dismantling the capsule, Charpy tests, tension tests, and analysis of chemical composition for

base metal and weld metal, were successfully accomplished. The test results were also fully

satisfied the requirements of US NRC 10 CFR 50 App. G, US NRC RG1.99-rev.2, ASTM

El85-82 and El85-94.
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram of surveillance test.
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Fig. 2. Photography of capsule movement from pool to Ml hot cell.

IRRADIATION
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IRRADIATION CAPSULEUNYERNALS)

Fig. 3. Schematic capsule diagram showing location of specimens,

thermal monitors and dosimeter materials.
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Fig. 4. Photography of capsule bottom cutting by capsule

cutting machine in M2 hot cell.

Fig. 5. Photography of the front welding seam line of capsule

cutting by milling machine in M2 hot cell.
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